The fast production of information in molecular biology, driven by high-throughput experiments, leads to strong ongoing demands for the integration of the literature into the information and knowledge discovery channels of the biomedical research domain. This paper describes tools developed by the authors with the aim of supporting professional biologists in accessing the information contained in the scientific literature.
INTRODUCTION
An emerging trend in information processing is based upon the usage of text mining tools in extracting tailored information from textual reports such newspaper articles or scientific publications. The constantly growing amount of information, in order to be a support in everybody's daily life rather than a burden, needs to be properly managed. Information can only enrich us as long as we are capable of processing it, and transforming it in usable knowledge.
One area where this problem is particularly evident is that of research in molecular biology. Recent large-scale research activities have lead to remarkable results, such as the decoding of the human genome. Huge amounts of data are increasingly being produced by high-throughput experiments, requiring complex data integration approaches in order to be made useful. However, without human interpretation, data is of little use. The interpretation of experimental results is typically found in scientific publications, which however are themselves being produced at such a rate that even for experts it is difficult to keep track of all recent developments in their domain of interest.
Text Mining solutions are supporting the access to information and knowledge, and are increasingly embedded into automatic information gathering pipelines. Text mining solutions provide efficient ways of locating relevant passages in the literature, and offer semi-automated means for the transformation of the information from textual formats into semantic driven formats, for example into database semantics. Examples of well-known text mining solutions are iHOP [9] and ChilliBot [7] . Text mining solutions, in particular solutions that deliver structured semantic representation from unstructured text, are increasingly exploited by research teams involved in the process of literature curation.
Biomedical information extraction and text mining has developed into a mature research discipline. The maturity of the field is proven by 10 years of research publications that have reached high-profile journals such as journals from the nature publishing group, PNAS and the full range of bioinformatics journals. Special issues have been published on the BioCreative challenges (BMC Bioinformatics, BMC Genome Biology) and ongoing changes to the publishing culture in the biomedical domain will further increase the interest into advanced automatic text processing.
There are multiple possible scenarios for the application of text mining tools. The most basic scenario, and the one currently most frequently pursued, is the creation of tools for supporting the professional end-user (e.g. a researcher in molecular biology), who autonomously wishes to browse the existing literature in search of information relevant to a particular information need.
A more structured context of usage is within the process of literature curation. This term is used to refer to professionals who are paid to read the literature in search of particular items of information (e.g. newly detected protein interactions), and store such information in public databases, which can in turn be accessed later by the biologists. Examples of such databases are MINT [26] and IntAct [8] , which curate protein-protein interactions (see [17] for a detailed overview).
The development of effective tools for assisted curation cannot simply be based on accurate text mining, but needs to take into account fundamental HCI issues, and requires an understanding of the biological issues that drive the work of the curators. As [6] A third even more sophisticated and still rather futuristic usage scenario would be within advanced authoring Paper No. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
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tools for the authors of scientific literature. The task of the advanced mining tools would be to suggest "semantic annotations" to the authors while they type the article. The semantic annotations, manually confirmed by the authors, would then be stored together with the electronic version of the article, using one of the standard formats recently developed by the semantic web community, allowing a much more efficient information retrieval and processing.
The latter approach would move the burden of formalization of the knowledge, which currently is available in an humanly accessible but not machine processable format (i.e. as text), from the consumers of the information (the end users) or the intermediaries (the curators), to the producers of the information (the authors), thus simplifying the process and making it more reliable, since the authors are in possession of implicit expert knowledge which might not be explicit in the paper, and which the end-users or the curators might not have immediately available.
An indication that the latter scenario might start to become more realistic is the recent experiment conducted by the journal "FEBS Newletter", which consists in the addition of "Structured Digital Abstracts" [25] to the electronic version of recently published articles.
A Structured Digital Abstract in FEBS Letters is an extension of the regular journal article abstract comprising of a series of sentences each of which contains a relationship between two biological entities, mentioning the method used to study the relationship. Each sentence is preceded by one or more identifiers
pointing to the corresponding database entries that contain the full details of the interaction. 1 
LITERATURE SEARCH AND ANALY-SIS SUPPORT FOR MOLECULAR BI-OLOGY.
In this section we describe tools developed within the context of the OntoGene project 2 aiming at providing software solutions that support some of the processes described in the previous section, ranging from the end-user's information search problem, through the curators specific needs and up to semantic-enabled authoring tools.
In particular we focus on a number of specific experiments performed using the IntAct database as our gold standard, for a number of information search tasks specifically relevant for users interested in molecular genetics literature. We consider the following subtasks: (a) identification and disambiguation of domain specific entities (proteins, genes, species, experimental methods, cell lines, etc.), (b) identification of the 'focus' organism of the articles, i.e. the organisms which are used as hosts of the experiments, or which are the sources of the interacting proteins, (c) identification of the experimental methods used by the researcher to confirm the interaction, (d) identification of the actual interaction.
1 <http://www.febsletters.org/content/sda_ summary> 2 <http://www.ontogene.org/> The detection of domain specific entities is a challenging task due to their intrinsic ambiguity. To resolve the ambiguity entities need to referred to unique identifiers as provided by standard databases such as UniProt 3 , NCBI Taxonomy 4 , PSI-MI Ontology 5 .
The term annotation uses a large term list that is compiled on the basis of the entity names extracted from the mentioned knowledge bases and from a list of cell line names. This resulting list covers the common expression of the terms. A term normalization step is used to match the terms with their actual representation in the texts. Finally, a disambiguation step resolves the ambiguity (i.e. multiple IDs delivered by the entity annotation step) of the matched terms.
The results of the entity detection feed directly into the process of identification of protein interactions. Our approach relies upon information delivered by a pipeline of NLP tools, including sentence splitting, tokenization, part of speech tagging, noun and verb phrase chunking, and a dependency-based syntactic analysis of input sentences [22] . The syntactic parser [24] takes into account constituent boundaries defined by previously identified multi-word entities. Therefore the richness of the entity annotation has a direct beneficial impact on the performance of the parser, and thus leads to better recognition of interactions.
We evaluated the accuracy of our automatic protein name detection and grounding method on a corpus provided by the IntAct project, which contains a set of 6198 short textual snippets (generally one to three sentences per article), where each snippet is mapped to a PubMed identifier (of the article the snippet originates from), and an IntAct interaction identifier (of the interaction that the snippet describes). In other words, each snippet is a "textual evidence" that has allowed the curator to record a new interaction in the IntAct knowledge base. By resolving an interaction ID, we can generate a set of IDs of interacting proteins and a set of species involved in the interaction, for the given snippet. Using the PubMed identifiers, we can generate the same information for each mentioned article. By comparing the sets of protein IDs reported by the IntAct corpus providers, and the sets of protein IDs proposed by our tool, we can calculate the precision and recall values.
We annotated the complete IntAct corpus by marking up with an entry in the term list the token sequences that the normalization step matched. Each resulting annotation includes a set of IDs which was further reduced by disambiguation methods which are described in detail in [10] . The results show a relatively high recall which decreases after the disambiguation. This change is small however, compared to the gain in precision. False negatives are typically caused by missing names in UniProt, or sometimes because the normalization step fails to detect a spelling variation. A certain amount of false positives cannot be tools for the authors of scientific literature. The task of the advanced mining tools would be to suggest "semantic annotations" to the authors while they type the article. The semantic annotations, manually confirmed by the authors, would then be stored together with the electronic version of the article, using one of the standard formats recently developed by the semantic web community, allowing a much more efficient information retrieval and processing.
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The detection of domain specific entities is a challenging task due to their intrinsic ambiguity. To resolve the ambiguity entities need to referred to unique identifiers as provided by standard databases such as UniProt 3 , NCBI Taxonomy 4 , PSI-MI Ontology 5 .
We annotated the complete IntAct corpus by marking up with an entry in the term list the token sequences that the normalization step matched. Each resulting annotation includes a set of IDs which was further reduced by disambiguation methods which are described in detail in [10] . The results show a relatively high recall which decreases after the disambiguation. This change is small however, compared to the gain in precision. False negatives are typically caused by missing names in UniProt, or sometimes because the normalization step fails to detect a spelling variation. A certain amount of false positives cannot be avoided due to the setup of task -the tool is designed to annotate all proteins contained in the sentences, but not all of them necessarily participate in interactions, and thus are not reported in the IntAct corpus.
Our approach achieves the best results reported so far for the tasks of detecting the experimental methods [12] and the focus organisms [13] . Our results in the interactor detection tasks, although not being the best reported so far, are highly competitive [10] . In order to provide an independent assessment of our tools we participated in two recent competitive evaluation challenges: the BioNLP shared task (focusing on event extraction) and the BioCreative II.5 competition (focusing on protein-protein interactions), achieving above average results in the former [11] , and exceptionally good results in the latter. 6 Presently the system is being integrated into a curation environment, where it is used to propose ranked lists of candidates for the different subtasks mentioned above, which are then offered for inspection to a domain expert, who can quickly make an informed choice. The expected benefit is an increase in speed and throughput of the curation process.
The system that we are currently developing embeds our previously developed technologies, and is organized in two loosely coupled components: "Document Analysis" and "Curation Environment". The "Document Analysis" subsystem, starting from a given document collection, creates a richly annotated version of each document, locating domain entities, adding information from standard databases, and performing linguistic analysis. The "Curation Environment" subsystem supports the interaction with the users (curators in particular), by presenting them with suitable visualization of the information contained in the richly annotated documents, and guiding them through a sequence of curation steps, each time showing only what they need to see and masking all the rest. Different types of relations can be considered, broadly focusing on "molecular interactions", which include among other protein-protein interactions, interactions between chemical entities and proteins (which are relevant to gene expression), gene regulatory events (as represented in GO [2] ). In a later stage, more complex (possibly n-ary) relations will also be considered, for example as represented in the Gene Regulation Ontology (GRO) [3] ). Figure 1 shows the prototype of the proposed curation interface, which was also used by us to verify and optimize the results of our system during the development phase of our shared task participations. Information about term ambiguity is shown with a superscript attached to each term. The curator can access all the possible readings given by the system and select the most accurate. Candidate interactions are presented in a ranked order, according to the score assigned by the system. The curator can, for each of them, confirm, reject, or leave undecided. The results of the curation process can be fed back into the sys- 6 Although official scores are not yet available at time of publication of this paper, informal communication with the organizers confirmed the high quality of the results.
tem, thus allowing incremental learning.
RELATED WORK
Some of the systems developed and maintained by the Rebholz group are Whatizit [20] , EBIMed [21] , MedEvi [16] , and the BioLexicon [23] . Most of the tools developed by the Rebholz group are made available to the community as web services. Whatizit is an initiative to provide text mining solutions for large-scale usage, which can ease the flow of information from the scientific literature into electronic data repositories. EBIMed combines advanced information retrieval and information extraction technologies in a system which provides intelligent access to Medline abstracts, using large terminology derived from the most important resources of the domain, such as UniprotKB protein names, gene ontology terms, drugs and species. MedEvi offers the opportunity to search for keywords in context and pairs of keywords (as a traditional concordance tool), but it is specifically adapted to the needs of the biomedical domain, allowing the usage of variables referring to semantic types of common biomedical entities, as derived from standard resources. [1] use a manually annotated corpus (gold standard) to simulate an assisted curation environment, where the curators are given either gold standard data or the output of an (imperfect) NLP pipeline. They show that a perfect assisted curation environment would improve the speed of curation by about 33%. Besides, curators can actually produce more annotations in this case, though the validity of the additional annotations has not been evaluated in the study. Another interesting result is that the curators, although in general considering the results from the NLP tool as helpful, clearly preferred a high recall setting to one chosen to optimize precision or F-score.
[15, 14] presents a system ("PaperBrowser") developed for the curators of FlyBase, a database for drosophila genetics and molecular biology. While the document analysis is based on a conventional NLP pipeline, including the dependency parser RASP [4] , the curator's interface has been developed in strict collaboration with the end-users. A thorough evaluation is presented, comparing the results of two curators on identical papers in two different experimental conditions: with the full functionalities of the system ("experimental condition") and with a reduced interface corresponding to their traditional analysis approach ("control condition"). Using a set of different metrics, the authors show that the experimental conditions provides the curators with a visible benefit in terms of navigation efficiency and navigation utility.
[6, 5] discuss how well the performance of a text mining system (in their case tailored to identify mentions of protein mutations), when evaluated with conventional techniques, translates into real utility of the system for a curation task. In particular, they compare an 'intrinsic' evaluation scenario (i.e. based on a manually curated gold standard, developed specifically for the task), and an 'extrinsic' scenario, where the output of the system is comSession 10: Search and Interface avoided due to the setup of task -the tool is designed to annotate all proteins contained in the sentences, but not all of them necessarily participate in interactions, and thus are not reported in the IntAct corpus.
[6, 5] discuss how well the performance of a text mining system (in their case tailored to identify mentions of protein mutations), when evaluated with conventional techniques, translates into real utility of the system for a curation task. In particular, they compare an 'intrinsic' evaluation scenario (i.e. based on a manually curated gold standard, developed specifically for the task), and an 'extrinsic' scenario, where the output of the system is com- Figure 1 . A screenshot of the system's curator interface pared against the entries in the database. They find that high performance on gold standard data does not necessarily translate into high performance for database annotation, pointing to the necessity of adopting novel evaluation techniques in order to asses the real utility of text mining tools for the curation effort. They conclude by suggesting that the way forward might be the incorporation of automated techniques into manual annotation process, or alternatively, 'smart' tools for the deposition of annotations could be used to enforce quality criteria even before a curation takes place, i.e. moving the burden increasingly on the authors of the research.
Textpresso is a well-known text mining system which is characterized by the usage of ontological categories of biological concepts [19] , as well as by processing full papers. The system functions as a web service where the researchers/curators can submit a query, either keywordbased or category-based (combinations are allowed), can specify specific fields of the documents where to perform the search (e.g. abstract, title, body, etc.), and can restrict the keywords to appear all in the same sentence if desired. The category-based search is semantic in nature, because the categories are based on the meaning of the entries and encompass all the known linguistic realizations of those categories (terms). For example, one source of categories (and corresponding terms) is the Gene Ontology (GO) [2] . Curatorial work done with the assistance of Textpresso was shown to be much more efficient that when done by human readers alone. Efficiency was shown to increase dramatically. The core architecture of the system can be expanded and tailored to a specific domain by adapting the ontology of reference. For example, a more recent application of the same system, in the domain of neuroinformatics, is presented in [18] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed the need for novel text mining solutions in order to deal with the information overload in the biological sciences. We presented some tools developed by the authors that can provide a contribution towards solving this problem. Figure 1 . A screenshot of the system's curator interface pared against the entries in the database. They find that high performance on gold standard data does not necessarily translate into high performance for database annotation, pointing to the necessity of adopting novel evaluation techniques in order to asses the real utility of text mining tools for the curation effort. They conclude by suggesting that the way forward might be the incorporation of automated techniques into manual annotation process, or alternatively, 'smart' tools for the deposition of annotations could be used to enforce quality criteria even before a curation takes place, i.e. moving the burden increasingly on the authors of the research.
In this paper we discussed the need for novel text mining solutions in order to deal with the information overload in the biological sciences. We presented some tools developed by the authors that can provide a contribution towards solving this problem.
